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Cure
High achievers who have made it to the top of their respective fields describe how they do what they do, featuring advice from Will Shortz on
creating a mind-bending crossword puzzle and from the OkCupid founders on finding love online.

The Tipping Point
What are toys? What do they represent beyond the literal image? Do they affect growth- are they learning tools, baby sitters, trivial objects
with no particular significance? This book is the first systematic analysis of the role of toys in contemporary society. Employing history,
anthropology, and psychology, as well as the first-hand accounts of players themselves, the author explores the myriad of meanings behind
the toy.-- Book Jacket.

Stuff Matters
In Clublife, Rob takes readers on a harrowing tour of the seedy, dangerous, and often deranged world of New York's hottest nightclubs. In the
tradition of Kitchen Confidential and The Tender Bar, Clublife is a remarkable memoir of the nightclub business and how drugs, alcohol,
troublemakers, and violence conspire against the men clubs enlist to keep it all under control. Brutally honest and filled with incredible tales
only a true insider could tell, Clublife gives readers an all-access pass into the seamy subculture of New York nightclub security.

David Vs Goliath
New York Times Bestseller • New York Times Notable Book 2014 • Winner of the Royal Society Winton Prize for Science Books “A thrilling
account of the modern material world.” —Wall Street Journal "Miodownik, a materials scientist, explains the history and science behind things
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such as paper, glass, chocolate, and concrete with an infectious enthusiasm." —Scientific American Why is glass see-through? What makes
elastic stretchy? Why does any material look and behave the way it does? These are the sorts of questions that renowned materials scientist
Mark Miodownik constantly asks himself. Miodownik studies objects as ordinary as an envelope and as unexpected as concrete cloth,
uncovering the fascinating secrets that hold together our physical world. In Stuff Matters, Miodownik explores the materials he encounters in
a typical morning, from the steel in his razor to the foam in his sneakers. Full of enthralling tales of the miracles of engineering that permeate
our lives, Stuff Matters will make you see stuff in a whole new way. "Stuff Matters is about hidden wonders, the astonishing properties of
materials we think boring, banal, and unworthy of attentionIt's possible this science and these stories have been told elsewhere, but like the
best chocolatiers, Miodownik gets the blend right." —New York Times Book Review

Can You Make This Thing Go Faster?
Every year, thousands of visitors come from around the world to visit Menlo Innovations, a small software company in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
They make the trek not to learn about technology but to witness a radically different approach to company culture. CEO Rich Sheridan
removed the fear and ambiguity that typically make a workplace miserable. With joy as the explicit goal, he and his team changed everything
about how the company was run. The results blew away all expectations. Menlo has won numerous growth awards and was named an Inc.
magazine audacious small company'.'

Two Trees Make a Forest
Pre-order the hilarious new collection of stories and observations from Jeremy Clarkson - setting our off-kilter world to rights with thighslapping wit once again. Praise for Clarkson: 'Brilliant . . . laugh-out-loud' Daily Telegraph 'Outrageously funny . . . will have you in stitches'
Time Out 'Very funny . . . I cracked up laughing on the tube' Evening Standard

Joy, Inc.
Don’t miss The Long Goodbye: The Kara Tippetts Story on Netflix now, featuring Ann Voskamp, Ellie Holcomb, and Joanna Gaines! Kara
Tippetts knows the ordinary days of mothering four kids, the joy of watching her children grow and the devestating reality of stage-four
cancer. In The Hardest Peace, Kara doesn't offer answers for when living is hard, but she asks us to join her in moving away from fear and
control and toward peace and grace. Most of all, she draws us back to the God who is with us, in the mundane and the suffering, and who
shapes even our pain into beauty. Winner of the 2015 Christian Book Award® in the Inspiration category.

Blink
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In this age of Amazon, Google, and online ordering, sometimes it's hard to remember the days of brick and mortar stores, when you could
walk into a physical store, and touch, see, smell the food, clothes, books. Brick and mortar (or B&M, as we will refer to it in this book), are
those retail businesses that are located in an actual building (as opposed to an online retailer, or e-tailer, who rarely has a physical location
for shoppers to visit). Retailers today no longer have the biggest inventories, best selections or best prices. Brick & Mortar retailers don't have
the best hours of operation and cannot compete with the giant on-line retailers or can they? Yes they can, but they need to change the game,
and play to the advantages they have and there are many advantages and strengths that must be utilized to not just compete, but beat the online giant. In this book you will learn 100 proven promotions and lots of advise and wisdom to win.

Things That Go Puzzles
Highlights Hidden Pictures(R) puzzles about planes, trains and cars--now with over 280 colorful stickers! Stickers bring an exciting new
element to everyone's favorite puzzle--Hidden Pictures(R)! This book is filled with full-color and black-and-white Hidden Pictures scenes
about all kinds of transportation, along with 8 pages of vibrant stickers to mark the hidden objects. For Hidden Pictures fans of all ages, here
is an unbeatable combination that makes a terrific gift!

What the Dog Saw
The must-read summary of Malcolm Gladwell's book: "David and Goliath: Underdogs, Misfits, and the Art of Battling Giants". This complete
summary of the ideas from Malcolm Gladwell's book: "David and Goliath" explains that outsiders can win over obvious leaders. It shows that
a perceived advantage can, in the end, turn out to be a disadvantage. Gladwell illustrates this theory with the story of David and Goliath.
When confronting powerful opponents, instead of wondering if they have more power than you, the question you should be asking yourself is
if there is a way that you can play by your own rules. For Gladwell, the key to defeating a powerful competitor is to avoid confronting them
outright. Added-value of this summary: • Save time • Understand the key concepts • Turn your underdog status into a strength To learn
more, read "David and Goliath" and find out how to play by your own rules.

Nairobi Heat
"The best baseball book I’ve read in years." — Sam Walker • "An exhilarating story of innovation." — Ben Reiter • "Swing Kings feels like a
spiritual successor to Moneyball." — Baseball Prospectus From the Wall Street Journal’s national baseball writer, the captivating story of the
home run boom, following a group of players who rose from obscurity to stardom and the rogue swing coaches who helped them usher the
game into a new age. We are in a historic era for the home run. The 2019 season saw the most homers ever, obliterating a record set just
two years before. It is a shift that has transformed the way the game is played, contributing to more strikeouts, longer games, and what feels
like the logical conclusion of the analytics era. In Swing Kings, Wall Street Journal national baseball writer Jared Diamond reveals that the
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secret behind this unprecedented shift isn’t steroids or the stitching of the baseballs, it’s the most elemental explanation of all: the swing. In
this lively narrative romp, he tracks a group of baseball’s biggest stars—including Aaron Judge, J.D. Martinez, and Justin Turner—who remade
their swings under the tutelage of a band of renegade coaches, and remade the game in the process. These coaches, many of them baseball
washouts who have reinvented themselves as swing gurus, for years were one of the game’s best-kept secrets. Among their ranks are a
swimming pool contractor, the owner of a billiards hall, and an ex-hippie whose swing insights draw from surfing and the technique of
Japanese samurai. Now, as Diamond artfully charts, this motley cast has moved from the baseball margins to its center of power. They are
changing the way hitting is taught to players of all ages, and major league clubs are scrambling for their services, hiring them in record
numbers as coaches and consultants. And Diamond himself, whose baseball career ended in high school, enlists the tutelage of each swing
coach he profiles, with an aim toward starring in the annual Boston-New York media game at Yankee Stadium. Swing Kings is both a
rollicking history of baseball’s recent past and a deeply reported, character-driven account of a battle between opponents as old as time: old
and new, change and stasis, the establishment and those who break from it. Jared Diamond has written a masterful chronicle of America’s
pastime at the crossroads.

Brainstorm
"Piers Morgan gives an adrenaline-fueled account of life at CNN in the style of Aaron Sorkin's The News Room, as well as his career-defining
decision to take on the issue of gun control at its historical tipping point"--

Clublife
In the past decade, Malcolm Gladwell has written three books that have radically changed how we understand our world and ourselves: The
Tipping Point, Blink, and Outliers. Regarded by many as the most gifted and influential author and journalist in America today, Gladwell's rare
ability to connect with audiences of such varied interests has ensured that each title become a phenomenal bestseller with more than ten
million copies in print combined. Now, Gladwell's landmark investigations into the world around us are collected together for the first time.
Beautifully repackaged and redesigned, including for the first time illustrations throughout each book, MALCOLM GLADWELL: COLLECTED
is a perfect treasury of prose and provocation for Gladwell fans old and new.

Life, God, and Other Small Topics
Malcolm Gladwell's provocative new #1 bestseller -- now in paperback. Three thousand years ago on a battlefield in ancient Palestine, a
shepherd boy felled a mighty warrior with nothing more than a pebble and a sling-and ever since, the names of David and Goliath have stood
for battles between underdogs and giants. David's victory was improbable and miraculous. He shouldn't have won. Or should he? In DAVID
AND GOLIATH, Malcolm Gladwell challenges how we think about obstacles and disadvantages, offering a new interpretation of what it
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means to be discriminated against, suffer from a disability, lose a parent, attend a mediocre school, or endure any number of other apparent
setbacks. In the tradition of Gladwell's previous bestsellers-The Tipping Point, Blink, Outliers and What the Dog Saw-DAVID AND GOLIATH
draws upon history, psychology and powerful story-telling to reshape the way we think of the world around us.

Gods at War
Killing a giant, a whole new point of view. The familiar story of David and Goliath gets a fresh perspective. Goliath's brother, Lahmi, tells his
side of the battle. Biblically-based, Christian life lessons are taught with historically accurate details in an entertaining, illustrated short story.
Learn how events unfold from the other side of the battle. See how a giant, who's religion taught him to believe in the power of his ancestors,
learns to believe in the power of God.

Toys as Culture
Leadership is not easy. It requires motivation, action, and courage. Principal Matters is a great resource for motivation and practical strategies
for principals or school leaders who want to invest in self-growth that leads to flourishing service, instead of burnout. William D. Parker offers
insights from over twenty years of experience as an educator, and over ten years as a school administrator. You are invited to this one-onone conversation to learn how to better understand your purpose, lead others, influence change, and successfully manage the challenges of
school leadership. Whether you are an aspiring principal or leading your own building or district, you will find Principal Matters both inspiring
and instructive. One reader called it, "Chicken Soup for the Principal's Soul!" Read ahead for insight into how to lead with courage, action,
motivation, and teamwork! Here's some feedback from some others who recommend the book: "Will is a great storyteller, and his use of
these connections makes this book easy to read but also memorable. His focus on 'purpose'-going beyond what you do in school-is
something that all leaders should really consider if they are going to make a difference in both their professional and personal lives." -George
Couros, Principal, founder of ConnectedPrincipals.com, and an Innovative Teaching, Learning and Leadership consultant "Will generously
shares experiences from his personal and professional life to remind principals of the big picture as well as the small details that are essential
to the success of our school communitiesBeing a school leader can be lonely work, as the role of principal is only truly understood by those
who have served in the position. Mr. Parker has utilized his time occupying the principal's office to develop practical yet inspiring tips for
administrators. I'm excited to politely steal many of his great ideas with my own students and staff this school year!" -Rachel Skerritt, Principal
of Eastern Senior High School, a D.C. Public School. 2013 Principal Ambassador Fellow for the U.S. Department of Education "Will writes
with passion, conviction and insight. This book will equip you with the tools you'll need to face the frustrations you're sure to encounter as an
educator, while enabling to you find renewed purpose and meaning as you influence your students to be the best they can be." -Daniel Wong,
author of The Happy Student "This book explains the why of school leadership, not just the how. If you want to understand the right motives
for school leadership and the steps to being a successful principal, you should read, Principal Matters by William D. Parker." -Jon Gordon,
author of The Energy Bus and Soup This book captures the essence of effective teamwork and leadership. A great read for school
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administrators!"-Annette Breaux, educator, co-author with Todd Whitaker of The Ten Minute Inservice

Do Humankind’s Best Days Lie Ahead?
Presents a tale of a precarious friendship between an illegal Nigerian refugee and a recent widow from suburban London, a story told from
the alternating and disparate perspectives of both women.

Principal Matters
This "stunning journey through a country that is home to exhilarating natural wonders, and a scarring colonial past . . . makes breathtakingly
clear the connection between nature and humanity, and offers a singular portrait of the complexities inherent to our ideas of identity, family,
and love" (Refinery29). A chance discovery of letters written by her immigrant grandfather leads Jessica J. Lee to her ancestral homeland,
Taiwan. There, she seeks his story while growing closer to the land he knew. Lee hikes mountains home to Formosan flamecrests, birds
found nowhere else on earth, and swims in a lake of drowned cedars. She bikes flatlands where spoonbills alight by fish farms, and learns
about a tree whose fruit can float in the ocean for years, awaiting landfall. Throughout, Lee unearths surprising parallels between the natural
and human stories that have shaped her family and their beloved island. Joyously attentive to the natural world, Lee also turns a critical gaze
upon colonialist explorers who mapped the land and named plants, relying on and often effacing the labor and knowledge of local
communities. Two Trees Make a Forest is a genre–shattering book encompassing history, travel, nature, and memoir, an extraordinary
narrative showing how geographical forces are interlaced with our family stories.

Goliath Vs. David
The landmark book that has revolutionized the way we understand leadership and decision making -- from #1 bestselling author Malcolm
Gladwell. In his breakthrough bestseller The Tipping Point, Malcolm Gladwell redefined how we understand the world around us. Now, in
Blink, he revolutionizes the way we understand the world within. Blink is a book about how we think without thinking, about choices that seem
to be made in an instant--in the blink of an eye--that actually aren't as simple as they seem. Why are some people brilliant decision makers,
while others are consistently inept? Why do some people follow their instincts and win, while others end up stumbling into error? How do our
brains really work--in the office, in the classroom, in the kitchen, and in the bedroom? And why are the best decisions often those that are
impossible to explain to others? In Blink we meet the psychologist who has learned to predict whether a marriage will last, based on a few
minutes of observing a couple; the tennis coach who knows when a player will double-fault before the racket even makes contact with the
ball; the antiquities experts who recognize a fake at a glance. Here, too, are great failures of "blink": the election of Warren Harding; "New
Coke"; and the shooting of Amadou Diallo by police. Blink reveals that great decision makers aren't those who process the most information
or spend the most time deliberating, but those who have perfected the art of "thin-slicing"--filtering the very few factors that matter from an
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overwhelming number of variables.

Cirque Du Freak
Summary: David & Goliath by Malcolm Gladwell Whether a conflict is between two nations, two businesses, or even a person battling
physical dysfunction, we tend to assume that the bigger and better armed of the opponents will take the day. That's why stories like the battle
between Goliath and David capture our imagination - they are so remarkable. But Malcolm Gladwell proposes that we are missing out on the
bigger picture - we assume too much about outcomes and miss some realities which paint a different picture. Certainly, Goliath presents an
imposing threat, but he is generally not as invulnerable as we initially expect, and David is not without resources and options. In making this
point in "David and Goliath: Underdogs, Misfits, and the Art of Battling Giants ", Gladwell reviews a number of underdog stories which
illustrate his core message - that David is much more likely to succeed against Goliath than is generally expected - while providing insights
into how each of us can find the resources needed to overcome our own Goliaths. Benefits of Swiftread summaries: Readability: clear,
concise and well-written for easy reading. Retention: structured into logical sections and enhanced with bullet points, lists and quotations to
maximize retention of knowledge. Review: provides a fast knowledge refresher when you need it. Take action today and download this book
for a limited time discount of only $2.99!

David and Goliath
In this New York Times–bestselling book, Dr. Daniel Siegel shows parents how to turn one of the most challenging developmental periods in
their children’s lives into one of the most rewarding. Between the ages of twelve and twenty-four, the brain changes in important and, at
times, challenging ways. In Brainstorm, Dr. Daniel Siegel busts a number of commonly held myths about adolescence—for example, that it is
merely a stage of “immaturity” filled with often “crazy” behavior. According to Siegel, during adolescence we learn vital skills, such as how to
leave home and enter the larger world, connect deeply with others, and safely experiment and take risks. Drawing on important new research
in the field of interpersonal neurobiology, Siegel explores exciting ways in which understanding how the brain functions can improve the lives
of adolescents, making their relationships more fulfilling and less lonely and distressing on both sides of the generational divide.

Shooting Straight
What do Netflix, our desire for the corner office, and that perfect picture we just posted on Instagram have to do with each other? None of
these things is wrong in itself. But when we begin to allow entertainment, success, or social media to control us, we miss out on the joy of
God’s rule in our hearts. In Gods at War, Pastor Kyle Idleman, bestselling author of Not a Fan, helps every believer recognize there are false
gods at war within each of us, and they battle for the place of glory and control in our lives. According to Idleman, idolatry isn’t an issue?it is
the issue. By asking insightful questions, Idleman reveals which false gods each of us are allowing on the throne of our lives. What do you
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sacrifice for? What makes you mad? What do you worry about? Whose applause do you long for? We’re all wired for worship, but we often
end up valuing and honoring the idols of money, sex, food, romance, success, and many others that keep us from the intimate relationship
with God that we desire. In this updated edition, Pastor Kyle adds a new introduction as well as new content about the battle many of us face
with technology—whether we are tempted to send just one more text, stay online when our bodies need rest, or find ourselves putting email
before in-person relationships. How can we seek God with our whole hearts instead? Using true, powerful, and honest testimonies of those
who have struggled in each area, Gods at War illustrates a clear path away from the heartache of our 21st century idolatry back to the heart
of God—enabling us to truly be completely committed followers of Jesus.

Start with Story: The Entrepreneur's Guide to Using Story to Grow Your Business
Includes summary, analysis, and a short quiz about Malcolm Gladwell's book David and Goliath: underdogs, misfits, and the art of battling
giants.

David & Goliath by Malcolm Gladwell, Summary
From the bestselling author of Blink and The Tipping Point, Malcolm Gladwell's Outliers: The Story of Success overturns conventional
wisdom about genius to show us what makes an ordinary person an extreme overachiever. Why do some people achieve so much more than
others? Can they lie so far out of the ordinary? In this provocative and inspiring book, Malcolm Gladwell looks at everyone from rock stars to
professional athletes, software billionaires to scientific geniuses, to show that the story of success is far more surprising, and far more
fascinating, than we could ever have imagined. He reveals that it's as much about where we're from and what we do, as who we are - and
that no one, not even a genius, ever makes it alone. Outliers will change the way you think about your own life story, and about what makes
us all unique. 'Gladwell is not only a brilliant storyteller; he can see what those stories tell us, the lessons they contain' Guardian 'Malcolm
Gladwell is a global phenomenon he has a genius for making everything he writes seem like an impossible adventure' Observer 'He is the
best kind of writer - the kind who makes you feel like you're a genius, rather than he's a genius' The Times

Talent Is Overrated
Book 1 of The Saga of Darren ShanA New York Times Bestseller Cirque Du Freak is the frightening saga of a young boy whose visit to a
mysterious freak show leads him on a journey into a dark world of vampires. Author Darren Shan's vivid detail and original voice will have
young readers glued to their seats in terror. Filled with grotesque creatures, murderous vampires, and a petrifying ending, Cirque Du Freak
will chill, thrill, and leave readers begging for more.

Outliers
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A Best Book of the Year: The Financial Times, Bloomberg, Chicago Tribune, and Detroit Free Pres Malcolm Gladwell, host of the podcast
Revisionist History and author of the #1 New York Times bestseller Outliers, offers a powerful examination of our interactions with strangers
-- and why they often go wrong. How did Fidel Castro fool the CIA for a generation? Why did Neville Chamberlain think he could trust Adolf
Hitler? Why are campus sexual assaults on the rise? Do television sitcoms teach us something about the way we relate to each other that
isn't true? While tackling these questions, Malcolm Gladwell was not solely writing a book for the page. He was also producing for the ear. In
the audiobook version of Talking to Strangers, you'll hear the voices of people he interviewed--scientists, criminologists, military
psychologists. Court transcripts are brought to life with re-enactments. You actually hear the contentious arrest of Sandra Bland by the side of
the road in Texas. As Gladwell revisits the deceptions of Bernie Madoff, the trial of Amanda Knox, and the suicide of Sylvia Plath, you hear
directly from many of the players in these real-life tragedies. There's even a theme song - Janelle Monae's "Hell You Talmbout." Something is
very wrong, Gladwell argues, with the tools and strategies we use to make sense of people we don't know. And because we don't know how
to talk to strangers, we are inviting conflict and misunderstanding in ways that have a profound effect on our lives and our world.

Summary
Jack Hoban delivers a revolutionary view of moral values for our time epitomized by the Ethical Warrior - protector of self and others as equal
human beings. Hoban's methodology reaches from the Greek ancients to the counterinsurgency efforts of today's Marines to provide ethical
clarity and confidence in our moral actions.

The Art of Doing
Summary: David & Goliath by Malcolm Gladwell Whether a conflict is between two nations, two businesses, or even a person battling
physical dysfunction, we tend to assume that the bigger and better armed of the opponents will take the day. That's why stories like the battle
between Goliath and David capture our imagination - they are so remarkable. But Malcolm Gladwell proposes that we are missing out on the
bigger picture - we assume too much about outcomes and miss some realities which paint a different picture. Certainly, Goliath presents an
imposing threat, but he is generally not as invulnerable as we initially expect, and David is not without resources and options. In making this
point in "David and Goliath: Underdogs, Misfits, and the Art of Battling Giants ", Gladwell reviews a number of underdog stories which
illustrate his core message - that David is much more likely to succeed against Goliath than is generally expected - while providing insights
into how each of us can find the resources needed to overcome our own Goliaths. Benefits of Swiftread summaries: Readability: clear,
concise and well-written for easy reading. Retention: structured into logical sections and enhanced with bullet points, lists and quotations to
maximize retention of knowledge. Review: provides a fast knowledge refresher when you need it. Take action today and download this book
for a limited time discount of only $2.99!

The Ethical Warrior
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What if everything you know about raw talent, hard work, and great performance is wrong? Few, if any, of the people around you are truly
great at what they do. But why aren't they? Why don't they manage businesses like Jack Welch or Andy Grove, play golf like Tiger Woods or
play the violin like Itzhak Perlman? Asked to explain why a few people truly excel, most of us offer one of two answers: hard work or a natural
talent. However, scientific evidence doesn't support the notion that specific natural talents make great performers. In one of the most popular
Fortune articles in years, Geoff Colvin offered new evidence that top performers in any field - from Tiger Woods and Winston Churchill to
Warren Buffett and Jack Welch - are not determined by their inborn talents.Greatness doesn't come from DNA but from practice and
perseverance honed over decades. And not just plain old hard work, but a very specific kind of work. The key is how you practice, how you
analyze the results of your progress and learn from your mistakes, that enables you to achieve greatness. Now Colvin has expanded his
article with much more scientific background and real-life examples. He shows that the skills of business - negotiating deals, evaluating
financial statements, and all the rest - obey the principles that lead to greatness, so that anyone can get better at them with the right kind of
effort. Even the hardest decisions and interactions can be systematically improved. This new mind-set, combined with Colvin's practical
advice, will change the way you think about your job and career - and will inspire you to achieve more in all you do.

Little Bee
Your founder's story is key to fueling your company's success. It is a powerful asset in everything from raising capital to driving sales to
securing press to attracting talent. Countless entrepreneurs have achieved business success by crafting a great story, and you can too. Start
with Story is the definitive guidebook for first-time entrepreneurs to create the best story for their business. Inside, Lyn Graft demonstrates the
power of this medium by examining the successes of companies like Starbucks, Dropbox, Spanx, TOMS, and many more who built incredible
brands from scratch. Using his own storytelling framework, Graft leads you through a five-step process to construct the best narrative to
showcase your business. You already have the best asset that sets your business apart. It's time to create your story.

The Hardest Peace
Literary ombudsman John Crace never met an important book he didnt like to deconstruct.From Salman Rushdie to John Grisham, Crace
retells the big books in just 500 bitingly satirical words, pointing his pen at the clunky plots, stylistic tics and pretensions to Big Ideas, as he
turns publishers golden dream books into dross. In the grand tradition of Tom Lehrer and Stan Freberg, Crace takes the books that produce
the most media hype and retells each story in its authors inimitable style. Philip Roth, Don Delillo, Margaret Drabble, Paul Auster, Alice
Sebold, John Updike, Tom Wolfe, Ruth Rendell, A.S. Byatt, John LeCarre, Michael Crichton and Ian McEwan all emerge delightfully scathed
in this book that makes it easy to talk knowingly about books youve never bothered to read or, for that matter, should have.

Shoemaker
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A cop from Wisconsin pursues a killer through the terrifying slums of Nairobi and the memories of genocide IN MADISON, WISCONSIN, it’s
a big deal when African peace activist Joshua Hakizimana—who saved hundreds of people from the Rwandan genocide—accepts a position at
the university to teach about “genocide and testimony.” Then a young woman is found murdered on his doorstep. Local police Detective
Ishmael—an African-American in an “extremely white” town—suspects the crime is racially motivated; the Ku Klux Klan still holds rallies there,
after all. But then he gets a mysterious phone call: “If you want the truth, you must go to its source. The truth is in the past. Come to Nairobi.”
It’s the beginning of a journey that will take him to a place still vibrating from the genocide that happened around its borders, where violence
is a part of everyday life, where big-oil money rules and where the local cops shoot first and ask questions later—a place, in short, where
knowing the truth about history can get you killed. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Summary: David and Goliath
Seeks to inspire by suggesting that God can help ordinary people to overcome daily obstacles similarly to the ways in which the biblical King
of Israel found guidance.

Swing Kings
The prophetic clock is ticking. We are living in tumultuous times. From corrupt world politics to global pandemics to an unprecedented
rebellion against God and His Word, humanity has reached a critical stage. What happens next? In this eye-opening book, Jimmy Evans
examines biblical prophecies about the end times and points to their unmistakable parallels with today’s world. With clear, insightful analysis
of Scripture, he answers many common questions, such as: • Are we living in the end times? • How should Believers respond to increasing
immorality? • Will Christians go through the Tribulation? • What role does Israel play in God’s prophetic plan? • Are COVID-19 and other
world events announcing the imminent return of Jesus? Ultimately, Tipping Point will help you understand current events with confidence.
There is no going back, but hope and peace are possible as God’s plan unfolds and we approach the end of the age. Jimmy Evans is senior
pastor of Gateway Church in the Dallas/Fort Worth Metroplex and holds an honorary doctorate of literature from The King’s University. In
addition to authoring more than seventeen books, Jimmy has studied eschatology for more than 45 years and is passionate about helping
believers find hope, peace, and encouragement in the Word of God.

Malcolm Gladwell: Collected
A rigorous, skeptical, deeply reported look at the new science behind the mind's surprising ability to heal the body. Have you ever felt a surge
of adrenaline after narrowly avoiding an accident? Salivated at the sight (or thought) of a sour lemon? Felt turned on just from hearing your
partner's voice? If so, then you've experienced how dramatically the workings of your mind can affect your body. Yet while we accept that
stress or anxiety can damage our health, the idea of "healing thoughts" was long ago hijacked by New Age gurus and spiritual healers.
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Recently, however, serious scientists from a range of fields have been uncovering evidence that our thoughts, emotions and beliefs can ease
pain, heal wounds, fend off infection and heart disease and even slow the progression of AIDS and some cancers. In Cure, award-winning
science writer Jo Marchant travels the world to meet the physicians, patients and researchers on the cutting edge of this new world of
medicine. We learn how meditation protects against depression and dementia, how social connections increase life expectancy and how
patients who feel cared for recover from surgery faster. We meet Iraq war veterans who are using a virtual arctic world to treat their burns and
children whose ADHD is kept under control with half the normal dose of medication. We watch as a transplant patient uses the smell of
lavender to calm his hostile immune system and an Olympic runner shaves vital seconds off his time through mind-power alone. Drawing on
the very latest research, Marchant explores the vast potential of the mind's ability to heal, lays out its limitations and explains how we can
make use of the findings in our own lives. With clarity and compassion, Cure points the way towards a system of medicine that treats us not
simply as bodies but as human beings. A New York Times Bestseller Finalist for the Royal Society Insight Investment Science Book Prize
Longlisted for the Wellcome Book Prize

Tipping Point
The author founded a speaking series that encouraged busy and successful professionals to attend forums and think actively about the
bigger questions in life. These essays are both thought-provoking and entertaining, because nowhere is it written that finding answers to life's
biggest questions shouldn't be exciting and even, perhaps, fun.

Talking to Strangers
Malcolm Gladwell is the master of playful yet profound insight. His ability to see underneath the surface of the seemingly mundane taps into a
fundamental human impulse: curiosity. From criminology to ketchup, job interviews to dog training, Malcolm Gladwell takes everyday subjects
and shows us surprising new ways of looking at them, and the world around us. Are smart people overrated? What can pit bulls teach us
about crime? Why are problems like homelessness easier to solve than to manage? How do we hire when we can’t tell who’s right for the
job? Gladwell explores the minor geniuses, the underdogs and the overlooked, and reveals how everyone and everything contains an
intriguing story. What the Dog Saw is Gladwell at his very best – asking questions and seeking answers in his inimitable style.

Summary - David and Goliath
Progress. It is one of the animating concepts of the modern era. From the Enlightenment onwards, the West has had an enduring belief that
through the evolution of institutions, innovations, and ideas, the human condition is improving. This process is supposedly accelerating as
new technologies, individual freedoms, and the spread of global norms empower individuals and societies around the world. But is progress
inevitable? Its critics argue that human civilization has become different, not better, over the last two and a half centuries. What is seen as a
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breakthrough or innovation in one period becomes a setback or limitation in another. In short, progress is an ideology not a fact; a way of
thinking about the world as opposed to a description of reality. In the seventeenth semi-annual Munk Debates, which was held in Toronto on
November 6, 2015, pioneering cognitive scientist Steven Pinker and bestselling author Matt Ridley squared off against noted philosopher
Alain de Botton and bestselling author Malcolm Gladwell to debate whether humankind’s best days lie ahead.

Facing Your Giants
Discover Malcolm Gladwell's breakthrough debut and explore the science behind viral trends in business, marketing, and human behavior.
The tipping point is that magic moment when an idea, trend, or social behavior crosses a threshold, tips, and spreads like wildfire. Just as a
single sick person can start an epidemic of the flu, so too can a small but precisely targeted push cause a fashion trend, the popularity of a
new product, or a drop in the crime rate. This widely acclaimed bestseller, in which Malcolm Gladwell explores and brilliantly illuminates the
tipping point phenomenon, is already changing the way people throughout the world think about selling products and disseminating ideas.

The Digested Read
The remarkable story of how Joe Foster developed Reebok into one of the world's most famous sports brands, having started from a small
factory in Bolton. Since the late 19th century, the Foster family had been hand-making running shoes, supplying the likes of Eric Liddell and
Harold Abrahams - later immortalised in the film Chariots of Fire - as well as providing boots to most Football League clubs. But a family feud
between Foster's father and uncle about the direction of their business led to Joe and his brother Jeff setting up a new company, inspired by
the success of Adidas and Puma, and so Reebok was born. At first, money was so short that Joe and his wife had to live in their rundown
factory, while the machinery that made the shoes was placed around the edge of the floor, because it was so weak it could have collapsed if
they'd been positioned in the middle. But, from this inauspicious start, a major new player in the sports equipment field began to emerge,
inspired by Joe's marketing vision. By the 1980s, Reebok had become a global phenomenon, when they were the first to latch onto the
potential of the aerobics craze inspired by Jane Fonda. Soon, Reeboks were being seen on Hollywood red carpets and even in the film
Aliens, where Sigourney Weaver wore a pair of Reebok Alien Stompers. Like the international bestseller Shoe Dog, by Nike's Phil Knight,
Shoemaker is a powerful tale of triumph against all the odds, revealing the challenges and sacrifices that go into creating a world-beating
brand; it is also the story of how a small local business can transform itself, with the right products and the right vision, into something much,
much bigger.
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